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Sect. 2B.10 to 2B.13

Except at roundabout intersections, where there is a marked crosswalk at the intersection, the YIELD sign
should be installed in advance of the crosswalk line nearest to the approaching traffic.

At a roundabout intersection, to prevent circulating vehicles from yielding unnecessarily, the face of the
YIELD sign should not be visible from the circulatory roadway.
Option:

At wide-throat intersections or where two or more approach lanes of traffic exist on the signed approach,
observance of the yield control may be improved by the installation of an additional YIELD sign on the left side
of the road and/or the use of a yield line.  At channelized intersections, the additional YIELD sign may be
effectively placed on a channelizing island.

Section 2B.11  Yield Here To Pedestrians Signs (R1-5, R1-5a)
Standard:

If yield lines are used in advance of an unsignalized marked midblock crosswalk, Yield Here To
Pedestrians (R1-5 or R1-5a) signs (see Figure 2B-2) shall be placed 6.1 to 15 m (20 to 50 ft) in advance of
the nearest crosswalk line (see Section 3B.16 and Figure 3B-15).

Section 2B.12  In-Street Pedestrian Crossing Signs (R1-6, R1-6a)
Option:

The In-Street Pedestrian Crossing (R1-6 or R1-6a) sign (see Figure 2B-2) may be used to remind road users
of laws regarding right of way at an unsignalized pedestrian crossing.  The legend STATE LAW may be shown at
the top of the sign if applicable.  The legends STOP FOR or YIELD TO may be used in conjunction with the
appropriate symbol.
Guidance:

If an island (see Chapter 3G) is available, the In-Street Pedestrian Crossing sign, if used, should be placed on
the island.
Standard:

The In-Street Pedestrian Crossing sign shall not be used at signalized locations.
The STOP FOR legend shall only be used in States where the State law specifically requires that a

driver must stop for a pedestrian in a crosswalk.
If used, the In-Street Pedestrian Crossing sign shall have a black legend (except for the red STOP or

YIELD sign symbols) and border on either a white and/or fluorescent yellow-green background.
If the In-Street Pedestrian Crossing sign is placed in the roadway, the sign support shall comply with

the breakaway requirements of the latest edition of AASHTO’s “Specification for Structural Supports for
Highway Signs, Luminaires, and Traffic Signals” (see Page i).
Support:

The Provisions of Section 2A.18 concerning mounting height are not applicable for the In-Street Pedestrian
Crossing sign.
Option:

The In-Street Pedestrian Crossing sign may be used seasonably to prevent damage in winter because of
plowing operations, and may be removed at night if the pedestrian activity at night is minimal.

Section 2B.13  Speed Limit Sign (R2-1)
Standard:

After an engineering study has been made in accordance with established traffic engineering practices,
the Speed Limit (R2-1) sign (see Figure 2B-1) shall display the limit established by law, ordinance,
regulation, or as adopted by the authorized agency.  The speed limits shown shall be in multiples of 10
km/h or 5 mph.
Guidance:

At least once every 5 years, States and local agencies should reevaluate non-statutory speed limits on
segments of their roadways that have undergone a significant change in roadway characteristics or surrounding
land use since the last review.

No more than three speed limits should be displayed on any one Speed Limit sign or assembly.
When a speed limit is to be posted, it should be within 10 km/h or 5 mph of the 85th-percentile speed of

free-flowing traffic. 
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Sect. 2B.13 to 2B.14

R1-6aR1-6R1-5 R1-5a

Figure 2B-2.  Unsignalized Pedestrian Crosswalk Signs

Option:
Other factors that may be considered when establishing speed limits are the following:
A. Road characteristics, shoulder condition, grade, alignment, and sight distance;
B. The pace speed;
C. Roadside development and environment;
D. Parking practices and pedestrian activity; and
E. Reported crash experience for at least a 12-month period.
Two types of Speed Limit signs may be used: one to designate passenger car speeds, including any nighttime

information or minimum speed limit that might apply; and the other to show any special speed limits for trucks
and other vehicles.

A changeable message sign that changes the speed limit for traffic and ambient conditions may be installed
provided that the appropriate speed limit is shown at the proper times.

A changeable message sign that displays to approaching drivers the speed at which they are traveling may be
installed in conjunction with a Speed Limit sign.
Guidance:

If a changeable message sign displaying approach speeds is installed, the legend YOUR SPEED XX km/h
(MPH) or such similar legend should be shown.  The color of the changeable message legend should be a yellow
legend on a black background or the reverse of these colors.
Support:

Advisory Speed signs are discussed in Sections 2C.36 and 2C.46 and Temporary Traffic Control Zone Speed
signs are discussed in Part 6.

Section 2B.14  Truck Speed Limit Sign (R2-2)
Standard:

Where a special speed limit applies to trucks or other vehicles, the legend TRUCKS XX or such
similar legend shall be shown on the same panel as the Speed Limit sign or on a separate R2-2 sign 
(see Figure 2B-1) below the standard legend.
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Sect. 3B.17
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Figure 3B-15.  Examples of Yield Lines at Unsignalized Midblock Crosswalks

Section 3B.17  Crosswalk Markings
Support:

Crosswalk markings provide guidance for pedestrians who are crossing roadways by defining and delineating
paths on approaches to and within signalized intersections, and on approaches to other intersections where traffic
stops.

Crosswalk markings also serve to alert road users of a pedestrian crossing point across roadways not
controlled by highway traffic signals or STOP signs.

At nonintersection locations, crosswalk markings legally establish the crosswalk.
Standard:

When crosswalk lines are used, they shall consist of solid white lines that mark the crosswalk.  They
shall be not less than 150 mm (6 in) nor greater than 600 mm (24 in) in width.
Guidance:

If transverse lines are used to mark a crosswalk, the gap between the lines should not be less than 1.8 m 
(6 ft).  If diagonal or longitudinal lines are used without transverse lines to mark a crosswalk, the crosswalk
should be not less than 1.8 m (6 ft) wide.
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Sect. 3B.17 to 3B.19

Crosswalk lines, if used on both sides of the crosswalk, should extend across the full width of pavement or to
the edge of the intersecting crosswalk to discourage diagonal walking between crosswalks (see Figures 3B-15
and 3B-16).

Crosswalks should be marked at all intersections where there is substantial conflict between vehicular and
pedestrian movements.

Marked crosswalks also should be provided at other appropriate points of pedestrian concentration, such as at
loading islands, midblock pedestrian crossings, or where pedestrians could not otherwise recognize the proper
place to cross.

Crosswalk lines should not be used indiscriminately.  An engineering study should be performed before they
are installed at locations away from highway traffic signals or STOP signs.

Because nonintersection pedestrian crossings are generally unexpected by the road user, warning signs (see
Section 2C.41) should be installed and adequate visibility should be provided by parking prohibitions.
Support:

Section 3B.16 contains information regarding placement of stop line markings near crosswalk markings.
Option:

For added visibility, the area of the crosswalk may be marked with white diagonal lines at a 45-degree angle
to the line of the crosswalk or with white longitudinal lines parallel to traffic flow as shown in Figure 3B-16.

When diagonal or longitudinal lines are used to mark a crosswalk, the transverse crosswalk lines may be
omitted.  This type of marking may be used at locations where substantial numbers of pedestrians cross without
any other traffic control device, at locations where physical conditions are such that added visibility of the
crosswalk is desired, or at places where a pedestrian crosswalk might not be expected.
Guidance:

If used, the diagonal or longitudinal lines should be 300 to 600 mm (12 to 24 in) wide and spaced 300 to
1500 mm (12 to 60 in) apart.  The marking design should avoid the wheel paths, and the spacing should not
exceed 2.5 times the line width.
Option:

When an exclusive pedestrian phase that permits diagonal crossing is provided at a traffic control signal, a
marking as shown in Figure 3B-17 may be used for the crosswalk.

Section 3B.18  Parking Space Markings
Support:

Marking of parking space boundaries encourages more orderly and efficient use of parking spaces where
parking turnover is substantial.  Parking space markings tend to prevent encroachment into fire hydrant zones,
bus stops, loading zones, approaches to intersections, curb ramps, and clearance spaces for islands and other
zones where parking is restricted.  Examples of parking space markings are shown in Figure 3B-18.
Standard:

Parking space markings shall be white.
Option:

Blue lines may supplement white parking space markings of each parking space designated for use only by
persons with disabilities.
Support:

Additional parking space markings for the purpose of designating spaces for use only by persons with
disabilities are discussed in Section 3B.19 and illustrated in Figure 3B-19.

Section 3B.19  Pavement Word and Symbol Markings
Support:

Word and symbol markings on the pavement are used for the purpose of guiding, warning, or regulating
traffic.  Symbol messages are preferable to word messages.  Examples of standard word and arrow pavement
markings are shown in Figures 3B-20 and 3B-21.
Standard:

Word and symbol markings shall be white, except as otherwise noted in this Section.
Guidance:

Letters and numerals should be 1.8 m (6 ft) or more in height.
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Sect. 3B.19

Figure 3B-17.  Example of Crosswalk Markings for Exclusive Pedestrian
Phase That Permits Diagonal Crossing

Spacing of lines selected
to avoid wheel path

*Inside Markings
Optional

Figure 3B-16.  Examples of Crosswalk Markings
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